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Rapidly Innovate
with Stateless Akros
Enterprises are pushing their infrastructures
off-premises to third party data centers and
hyperscale clouds. As a cloud service provider,
you are uniquely positioned to be the key link
between these moving workloads.

Your network infrastructure grows with your
business, making forklift upgrades and multiyear traffic forecasts a thing of the past.
Instead, resources are delivered in a linear
fashion.

In order to successfully deliver, you need to be
able to move with the flexibility and agility the
modern enterprise demands.

Servers are introduced to the system on a node
by node basis. You no longer have to make
significant outlays on expensive appliances only
to have them sit empty in your data center.

With Stateless Akros, you will be poised and
ready.
By deploying Akros in your infrastructure,
you will be able to quickly deploy customized
network services that grow with your business
to maximize profits and differentiate your
offerings from competitors.
Quickly Deploy Customized Services
With Akros, customized network services are
ready in a matter of minutes. Through a handful
of simple API calls, customized configurations of
network resources, or network function chains,
are built for an enterprise’s exact business
requirements.
You are able to differentiate your offerings
like never before, creating offerings on a per
tenant basis without sacrificing performance or
engineer time.
Grow Through Scale-Out Architecture
With Akros, you will reduce business risk in
your business model thanks to a scale-out
architecture.

Differentiate with Innovative Pricing
Today’s enterprises are growing accustomed
to usage-based pricing thanks to hyperscale
clouds and the widespread implementation of
“as a Service” models.
Akros seamlessly enables flexible pricing
models for the first time in data center
networks. Thanks to an administrative Web UI
and API, you can gather usage data for tenants
over a given time period to charge tenants
through whatever model works best for your
business goals.

About Stateless
Stateless was founded with the mission of
making sophisticated networks dead simple
to manage. We believe in partnering with
our customers to turn networking into a
competitive advantage and unleashing the
power of their infrastructure stack. To learn
more, visit us at BeStateless.com.

